POWERFUL
Designed to pump more water per battery life than most other battery backup systems

SELF TESTING
Automatically tests the system once a week to ensure operation

BUILT-IN ALARMS
Built in high water, pump and battery alarm will notify of any potential threat of flooding

SOLID STATE SWITCH
Advanced switch design outlasts standard type switches and has no moving parts to fail

DON’T LET YOUR BASEMENT GET LOST IN THE DARK
MODEL: PZM-ALPHA-1

2400 GALLONS PER HOUR @ 10'FT

3 YEAR WARRANTY
The Alpha system has been tested to run for over 5 days under the following conditions: 10 cycles per hour pumping 40 gallons per minute at 10’ft of TDH capable of pumping 9600 gallons with a fully charged 120 Amp Hour maintenance free Battery.

**CONTROLLER**

The Alpha advanced controller delivers more power to the pump and is loaded with features that ensure operation and proactively alerts you to potential threats of flooding.

- Automatically tests the system once a week
- Easy to read LED display
- Will sound an alarm whenever a problem is detected
- Built-in high water alarm

**SENSORS**

Extremely reliable solid state sensors turn the pump on and off. They are completely adjustable for a seamless install and proper operation.

- Solid state design will last 10x longer
- Top sensor will continue to operate pump even if primary sensor fails

**PUMP**

The high output pump delivers amazing pumping capacity while maintaining maximum efficiency for the longest runtime possible.

- Heavy duty 12V DC design
- Base protects the impeller from debris
- Built-in airlock protection

For more information visit us at www.sumptek.com or call 1-800-407-2076